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Preface 

My name is Apoorvaa, a student pursuing post- graduate diploma in management 

from IIM Shillong. Currently, Rakshak Foundation has provided me with the 

chance of a lifetime, to work in the domain of public policies for the period of my 

Summer Internship (April-May 2013). Rakshak Foundation, an NGO deals with 

attempting to make changes that affect the society in a positive manner. The 

recommendations and suggestions put forth by the foundation have reached great 

heights and have actually been instrumental in serving the cause that they are in 

existence for. The practice of recruiting students from IIMs has begun this year and 

would bear fruit by successfully taking forward this inception. I am thoroughly 

overjoyed by the fact that I have been entrusted with the responsibility of this 

research related project, and am enthusiastic to find myself with this ‘one-of-a-

kind’ opportunity. The reason that I attach this significance to my project is 

because of the uniqueness associated with it- when my fellow batch mates are 

engaged in the monotonous streams that management trainees usually face, it is an 

immense relief to be experiencing a new domain, refreshment from the mundane 

ones. I am conscious of the nuances that the project entails and I am optimistic of 

contributing my best. I hope to satisfy the expectations of my mentor and fulfil the 

trust that the foundation has bestowed in me.  
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Executive Summary 

The media is fraught with a multitude of challenges and difficulties in delivering 

their output to the common man. This is especially because of the conflict of two 

very different types of interests- business interests, the need to survive in such a 

difficult industry which keeps changing the rules of survival very swiftly- simply 

put, a dynamic industry and the societal interests, the obligation to serve the public 

to whom they are responsible to serve, that is feed onto the intellectual fervour. 

What we believe is accurate and precise information that the media houses are 

bringing to us might have actually gone through turbulent factors that could have 

changed them in all dimensions possible and the end result is that we may be in 

reception of completely or at least partially incorrect information, callously 

disseminated. The objective of this project is to identify the issues that the 

journalistic domain is facing right now, establish their root causes and analyse the 

reason for their abnormal existence and suggest feasibility analysis of 

recommendations that could possibly mean the dawn of a more credible and 

trustworthy institution that can serve the needs of the common man. Once the 

factors plaguing the industry have been critically pointed out, what is left to do is 

to narrow down the project to what can be performed to alleviate the problems in 

this industry. Parallels have been drawn from the countries where self- regulation 

or reinforcement has been comparatively successful and efforts have been 

considerably made to suggest similar occurrences which can push the domain to 

be different and distinguished from what it basically is right now. Ethics driven 

journalism can vouch for increased accountability and this initiative can go a long 

way in providing the media with enough reasons to be complacent with the 

sustenance of their business models in the future. This has a lot of credence 

associated with it because of the fact that surveys by credible resources prove that 

even advertisers, who are a major and important source of revenue to the media 

would support credible institutions which have the ability to deliver precise 

information to the public. So, media would have to stick to standards for surviving 
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in the economic downturn, that is, in times of distress, when the already worsening 

condition is turning out to be deteriorating in every sense of the word.  

Key findings: 

 The critical dependency of media on the revenue stream of advertising, 

which is a factor for its survival 

 The cognitive need1 for readers to obtain information from the different 

sources of media and squashing the misconception that people use the 

media they trust more, how the basic need to attain information may be 

attributed to a variety of reasons which are quite different in nature to the 

usual want to obtain and digest information 

 The finding2 that advertisers would be looking at more credible sources of 

media to invest in the future, at least in the times of economic downturn, 

which would be making the media houses more focused towards being 

accountability sensitive and responsible to the interests of the people, that 

is serving societal interests 

 The media being credible when issues of nation’s security is concerned and 

subject to issues of manipulation sometimes when there is scope of paid 

content, that is when they can afford to be a little lax in their mode of 

reporting 

 A successful paper would need a healthy mix of many different revenue 

streams to survive in difficult times when digital revolution is gripping 

every possible domain 

 Ethical journalism and high standards are old fashioned notions overtaken 

by financial and commercial objectivesits hardly possible for one 

journalist to try to work on an ethical code without engaging with other 

colleagues’ collective support is needed to keep the ethical flame alive 

in journalism 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Background Information  

The media plays a significant role in building an inclusive information society by 

its reach and opinion building power. One of the most important norms in the 

journalistic conduct is that of accuracy and fairness, which is why people are 

counting on the media houses today, to deliver them news matter that satisfies 

their intellectual curiosity and sharpens their acumen. Journalism is not just about 

information dissemination, but making sure that there is delivery of credible 

information that has the possibility of making an impact in the area that it focuses 

on. The reliance is to be taken with utmost sensitivity and seriousness, as the core 

objective of journalism is to send the right message across to the right people at 

the right time. Mahatma Gandhi said, “The sole aim of a journalist should be 

service. The newspaper press is a great power, but just as unchained torrent of 

water submerges the whole country side and devastates crops, even so an 

uncontrolled pen serves but to destroy. If the control is from without, it proves 

more poisonous than want of control. It can be profitable only when exercised 

from within.” A high standard of journalism is expected to avoid cheap 

sensationalism, be unbiased in the presentation of news, avoid unwanted intrusion 

into private lives and stay away from obscenity and vulgarity. All said about the 

world of journalistic sensitivity, is this what is happening across the world? From 

all the corners of the world, hardly a day passes when we don’t hear of the 

carelessness with which media has handled a specific issue. This raises uproar 

which is gradually silenced by time or even if such an issue is given credence and 

dealt with, the tides are silenced once again by the passage of time. Do we even 

take credibility and accountability seriously at all? Is there a certain amount of 

weightage attached to them? There is clearly a revolution of digitisation and 

innovation in technology which is steadily gathering pace in the media industry 

which kind of makes individuals, looking for news oblivious to the importance of 

the news reaching them. The news offered by the digital media is rarely subject to 

verification and if at all done, then it is by the people themselves, by way of 

comments, additions and deletions in the event of that being permitted by the 

media. Earlier, when digital media was a thing in the distant future, when people 

had not even dreamt of such a thing transpiring in reality, pre-publication 

verification happened and it made sure that the information that was getting 

released in the public domain had a certain degree of accuracy attached to it. That 

has become a thing of the past now.  
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1.2 Main Problems, their scope and impact on the society 

What does quality necessarily mean in the context of journalism? What does a 

reader look at in terms of ascertaining quality? How will he be able to point to ‘this 

and that’, which assists him in determining that this newspaper or media is better 

in quality and reliability? There are a set of identified factors according to John 

Merill3 and Philip Meyer4 that indicate what quality points to and to note whether 

it is adhered to, we need to focus on these parameters: 

1. Independence 

2. Strong opinion emphasis 

3. Editorial focus on politics 

4. Educated and articulate staff 

5. Appeal to opinion leaders 

6. Readability and ease of use 

7. Localism 

8. Editorial vigour 

9. Balanced news/advertising ratio 

10. Wide range of diversity of commentary and interpretation 

Quality is actually an economic concept and ethical standards is a community 

expectation, while the former would emerge from competitive market conditions 

the latter would actually require self and co-regulatory arrangements to ensure 

that citizens have access to fair and accurate current affairs. This would most 

certainly open the doors to enhanced, market-driven media performance. If 

credibility and accountability is what the people cling onto, then the media houses 

would be coerced to deliver such content. Supposing users are willing to pay for a 

paper which has laid its foundation firmly on quality and trust, so that they 

maintain loyalty and community influence, while at the same time sustaining 

profitability, can a business model be created on these lines so that profitability, 

credibility and accountability are all given equal importance and pertinence? 

Journalistic ethics and excellence must go hand in hand if the craft of journalism is 

to continue to enjoy the public trust.  
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1.3 Goals and Objectives 

Conducting research on the present situation of media 

Figuring out problems related to credibility and accountability of media 

Identify cases and examples 

An in-depth analysis of different problems specified 

Interaction with media personnel, government officials and activists 

Get solutions and analyse the solutions proposed 

How do current laws ensure the unbiased functioning of media? 

Drawing parallels with what is happening in other foreign countries 

Strategize future policies how media can play a proactive role in fulfilling the 

needs of society and empowering it? 

Proposing a feasibility analysis on suggested proposals by way of interaction with 

government officials and media personnel 
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2. Methodology 

2.1 Literature Search 

Understanding from the website of the Press Council of India about their 

functioning in today’s world. To know extensively about the rules and regulations 

according to which they operate in the present conditions this was background 

reading adopted to understand the scenario that is prevalent in the industry 

today recommended by my mentor to have a firm grasp over the kind of project 

that I am focused on and the broad scope of the same, helped me to come to terms 

with the reality about the terms of PCI and how they insist on self-regulation as 

their watch word 

Reading reports related to why people search for information that they do the 

common perception that people trust the media that they use has only been mildly 

proven right, as a feeble correlation has been found to exist between the media 

exposure and trust this is because people don’t usually engage in news gathering 

for the same reason, there are plenty of reasons to satiate their news appetite 

this was primarily performed to understand and seek the relationship between the 

usability of a specific media to the trust employed in the media helped me scarp 

the notion that individuals placed a huge amount of trust and hence moved 

towards the direction of a certain media house and this gave a sense of direction 

about my project 

Rationale behind maintaining an ombudsman is in part to keep the news 

organization accountable and credible to the public, intended to decimate conflicts 

happening from internal to external pressures, to firmly emphasize on self-

criticism and to stick to the standards of codified and unwritten ethics 

Accuracy is often very important in the perspective of a media house. Different 

organizations attempt to balance between speed and accuracy in different ways. 

For example, New York Times tends to print longer, detailed descriptions, that are 

less speculative and properly accounted for (verified), a day or two later than 

other newspapers. It is different for different media houses. Some care more about 

the scoop than the credibility of the news, because it is all about catching eye balls, 

advertising is the major revenue stream. There is fierce competition for ratings 

and a large amount of airtime to fill, so fresh material is highly valuable. Because of 

this turn-around, the reporters for these networks might understandably be under 

considerable time pressure, so the time for verification, that is pre-publication or 

pre-telecast verification is definitely not there. The ability to verify information is 

considerably reduced.  
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Reading about the Centre for International Media Ethics (CMIE), which advocates 

for the importance of training and discussion among media professionals it is a 

non-profit organization a formal international framework with the intent of 

helping journalists take up a more proactive role in shaping their societies.  

Encouragement is provided to each journalist to take on the responsibility in 

defining ethical practices by the choices and decisions they make at work on an 

everyday basis. They have already hosted the forum three years in a row, to 

provide panel discussion sessions for a group of selected journalists on the topic of 

ethics. So, the topic of ethics always remains a pertinent factor in their everyday 

journalistic life 

There was a workshop which was organized by Mr. Bijay Singh, Sr Journalist, 

founder of Indian Journalists Welfare Foundation and in association with 

Jharkhand Working Journalists Union in Jamshedpur. It is interesting to note that 

in 2011, CMIE had launched a web-based survey that had explored how journalism 

and media ethics work in various parts of the world, from the perspective of media 

professionals themselves. It aimed at establishing a general concept of how media 

professionals view their situation in their industry and their respective country’s 

ethical standards of media the study had revealed some diverse opinions, one of 

them being that most of the respondents had mentioned that there have been 

ethical dilemmas at work and have been coerced to work unethically 

The transition of the Press Council of India into the Media Council of India simply 

because of the significance of the digital media in the present era and how 

enormous the significance is helped me understand that digital revolution is an 

inevitable component of every aspect of an industry and that media industries are 

absolutely no different, digitization is present in all the spheres of the media 

domain 

2.2  Field Visits 

A crisp discussion on the present scenario of advertising and its effect on the 

media today, the ‘paid content’ influences and how the Press Council of India is 

attempting to halt the frenzy of media blasphemy. The interaction extended to the 

terror saga, the Mumbai attacks and how this matter has to be absolutely self-

regulatory keeping the interests of the entire nation at large. Dr. Jaishri Jethwaney 

mentioned about the interdependence of media houses and the industry of 

advertisements and how their co-existence is a requisite in today’s world for the 

sustenance of journalism. She stressed the fact that the PCI though supposedly a 

regulatory body doesn’t have ‘the teeth’ to object to all the issues that is prevalent 

in the world of media.   
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2.3  Surveys 

A survey was floated to understand the underlying factors that point to the 

decreasing credibility and accountability of media in the minds of the educated 

population in India led me to believe that when the issue of national security is 

concerned, the media takes things in a very responsible manner and handles the 

problem with utmost caution, the time of distress like Mumbai 26/11 attack being 

an unfortunate exception, when the terrorists had been able to derive information 

from the reporting of the media when discussed with Dr. Jaishri Jethwaney, I 

was able to understand that there can be no system which controls this specific 

aspect and this is upon the media industry to take things by their own and act in a 

sensible way. The mode of operation of the media should invite risk for 

themselves; neither should it place the security of the nation on the whole at risk 

several questions were put forth that attempted to comprehend the perspective of 

people towards the accountability and credibility 

 

2.4  Meetings and Interviews 

Date Name Designation  Institution Topic of 

Discussion 

April 18th 2013 Dr. Jaishri 

Jethwaney 

Professor & 

Program 

Director 

(Advertising & 

PR) 

Indian Institute 

of Mass 

Communication, 

New Delhi 

Relationship 

between 

functioning 

of media and 

advertising.  

 

Figure 1: Survey snapshot 

Table 1: Interaction 1 
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3. Current NGO and Government Efforts 
 

Press council of India (PCI) - a properly structured representative impartial 

machinery 

 The council functions with the rationale that the press needs to be free and 

responsiblea secure freedom of expression, unfettered and unhindered 

by any authority, organized bodies or individuals 

 Self-regulation is needed, attached with a sense of responsibility the 

peers of the profession with discerning laymen having a say over the 

powers of somebody who tries overtaking the norms existent 

The problem lies in the lacuna of the system in place and mainly because of the 

pertinent fact that self-regulation would only work and any imposition that would 

directly pass off as control in a domain such as media, which is being touted as the 

centre for ‘creative expression of freedom’ would be looked down with contempt 

by the media and the people as well. Any restrictions which seemingly appear as 

control by the government would face severe opposition from the media because it 

threatens their thread of existence and by the common man, since he would 

observe that the government is taking a firm hold of the media to possibly keep the 

skeletons firmly locked in its secure cupboard. Now and then, the government gets 

a little wary of the rapid digitization that is ‘a part and parcel’ of every industry and 

especially with reference to a dynamic industry such as journalism, which has to be 

on track every single second, since it might face brickbats from the population 

otherwise. So, the government tries imposing control like attempting to filter 

contents that appear in the public domain and it usually results in the 

misconception/ perception that something worthwhile is kept hidden from the 

scrutinizing eyes of the intelligent common man. The RTI actually serves to point 

out fallacies in public institutions and media believes it has a common goal or 

objective to disseminate the right information at the right time to the right person.  
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4. Results and Discussions 
 

4.1 Findings from the literature 

The double-edged sword called ‘Entrepreneurial not-for-profit’ journalism and 

funding has a strong influence on the journalists who find it difficult to shift 

between loyalties 

The near absence of pre-publication verification, due to the dawning of digital 

media is resulting in the erroneous incidences where media is bound to lose a 

significant chunk of credibility and accountability 

There is a study which proves the relationship between the cognitive need for 

information and the media exposure to people. It explains on need basis why the 

information conveyed, significantly interests people and based on that, attempts to 

derive a correlation between mainstream news consumption and trust in media 

result of the study is that they are only moderately correlated goes on to explain 

why enthusiasm exists for news that they do not rely on, scepticism and the need 

for cognition and gratification from the same so, people do not consume news 

they do not trust rather for a variety of different reasons (Study on ‘Scepticism, 

exposure, NC) 

The media report issues as they happen, when it comes to the issues of national 

interest that threaten the security however, when the scope of ‘paid content’ 

comes into the picture, it is usually to do with influential news content which can 

be manipulated to benefit the power hungry 

System is well in place, but the problem lies with the implementation of the 

efficient system as far as the Press Council of India (PCI) as a regulatory body is 

concerned 

There is no single ‘silver bullet’- an idea that will catch on as the saviour of the 

newspaper business, when we take only this type of print media in to 

consideration. A successful paper would need a healthy mix of many different 

revenue streams to survive in difficult times when digital revolution is gripping 

every possible domain 

Credibility becomes an important heuristic for content selection at the time of 

information overloadso credibility becomes an important criterion influencing 

the journalistic and commercial success of a medium 
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4.2 Finding from the fields and impact on the theoretical focus of the project 

4.2.1 Role of Field visits: Since the area of specialities of Dr. Jaishri Jethwaney 

revolves around ‘Advertising’, the objective was to garner her thoughts regarding 

the relationship between functioning of media and presence of advertising 

extensive discussion on advertising and its implications on today’s media houses 

 To understand the rationale behind the possibility of having to cater to two 

markets primary (the market for itself) and the secondary market (the 

market for advertising) 

 The role played by media in the crux of elections and how it influences the 

perspective of the voters? Do voters listen to certain frivolous arguments 

by journalists and to what extent does this impact in the results of 

elections?  Talk extended to election mania and the frenzy getting to the 

journalists and their way of handling it and delivering content to people 

 Learning about the role of media responsibility in times of distress and how 

it affects the common man? In terms of whether it threatens him or 

makes him cautious 

 A healthy discussion regarding the terrorist attacks, especially the Mumbai 

26/11 attacks and how it has to be self-regulatory from the media houses in 

the interest of the entire nation terror saga, information disseminator or 

sentinel in the interests of the greater good the safety of the nation at 

large 

 There was a discussion regarding the interdependence of the media houses 

and the industry of advertisements and how their co-existence is a requisite 

in today’s world for the sustenance of journalism. She stressed the fact that 

the PCI though supposedly a regulatory body doesn’t have the teeth to 

object to all the issues that is prevalent in the world of media 

 One important fact that formed the crux of the discussion was that the 

newspapers which obtain funds from the big names give a share of equity to 

the respective entities. Such media houses will have to necessarily publish 

the equity in their columns, failing which action can be taken against them 

by the Press Council of India. But, the implementation part of it seems to be 

lagging behind, as the PCI isn’t compulsive with regards to the issue. The 

newspapers also tend to present free advertisements in return for the 

financial benefits they receive from sponsors 

 She reiterated that PCI has to do all that is within its capacity to ensure that 

everything falls in line and that rules are in place but what falls short is the 

efficacious implementation of the same 
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4.2.2 Interaction with Mentor: Extensive reading of the website of the Press 

Council of India and to understand the prevalent nature of the rules and 

regulations pertaining to it 

 Grasping the raison d’etre behind the presence of Ombudsman in 

newspapers like ‘The Hindu’ and how it can make the newspaper more 

responsive to complaints 

 Attempting to interact with the faculty in India Institute of Mass 

Communication and get their views 

 To observe a way by which dependency on advertisements can get 

significantly decimated so that credibility can be restored in the media 

 The modus operandi, the revenue streams and how transparent can media 

function with the methodology they employ to source their funds? 

 To strike a balance between ethics and business in the media domain and to 

keep self-regulation in the fray by including the same in the model that I am 

planning to suggest 

 It is crucial to note the point that business models can actually repeat 

themselves, given that the elements that didn’t make them successful late 

time when they were implemented, are given a facelift or changed to 

include the pertinent factors 

 To draw parallels from other countries and analyse whether the similar 

methodology can be followed in our country in terms of self-regulation of 

media 

4.2.3 Impact of the survey conducted: The survey aimed at receiving the 

perceptions of the people, who are interested in following the media and can judge 

the credibility and accountability of the media according to their notions where 

the media is possibly faltering in the eyes of the individuals who are avid 

information gatherers and why it is in the state of ambiguity that it is currently 

facing helped me access the deep rooted problems that are the cause for the 

decline of sentiments in the minds of people concerning media pervasiveness and 

accountability 
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4.3 Gap analysis  

Government has after thorough discretion created and heralded the revolution of 

self-regulation after it was certain that it was the only manner in which the 

journalism can function with the freedom of expression, albeit with restrictions 

according to which it should strictly deliver.  

So, the Press Council of India (PCI) came into effective operation as a body which 

coerces the self-regulatory mechanism of the media houses. But the issue with the 

same is that, the council is virtually ineffective in its objectives when the 

implementation of the rules and regulations already in place are considered. When 

I had the discussion with Dr. Jaishri Jethwaney, she reiterated the same saying that 

the rules are only good if they are efficaciously implemented, but unfortunately 

that isn’t the case in the media condition right now.  

Even when it comes to the vulnerable situation that the media houses put the 

people and the nation during the time of 26/11 Mumbai attacks bears testimony to 

the fact that, certain notions of self-regulation has to literally and completely 

spring from their own efforts and can’t be aided, even pushed to a small extent by a 

regulatory body. So, the way forward is to incorporate certain components within 

the business model of the media, and I am considering newspapers because it’s an 

arm of the traditional print media and one which has a lot of dependency on the 

advertising stream to survive and swim through the tides of turbulence in the 

digital revolution that is gripping the industry these days.  
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5. Recommendations, Scope and Strategy for Implementation 

 
 Analysis about implementing a business model when the prevalent things 

require a shift and new pertinent matter should replace the existent 

things this is very crucial in this industry as business models that have 

once been successful may become less successful and be abandonedthe 

print media which would gradually suffer decline has to be supported by 

credibility in the business model and this would attract advertisers and it 

will actually be a criteria for the advertisers to choose from, when they have 

plenty of other alternatives available as well one more thing to consider is 

that since earlier business models were less popular doesn’t mean their 

disappearance from the world of any industry, re-introduction is possible 

with few changes in the system which failed to hit off as expected in this 

way society will be benefitted as both business and societal interests are 

well balanced by the media houses 

 

 To have a better look at the revenue streams of the media houses, especially 

the print media, suggesting changes in the same so that dependency on 

advertisements can be reduced and non-traditional revenue streams are 

welcomed into the industry for example, having a ‘digital agency’ concept, 

wherein newspapers act as online marketers and consultants for local 

businesses, assisting them with everything from search engine optimization 

to building websites to utilising social media platforms this is applicable if 

the newspapers have a digital arm as well 

 

 Attempt to have a division such as an Ombudsman in similar lines such as 

‘The Hindu’, but one that borders more on ethics and focuses on quality 

also.  Inputs can be taken from the ‘Ethical Journalism Initiative’ which 

highlights excellence in journalism, good practices in media and gives the 

focus to practical actions like improved training and editorial work to 

improve the status of credibility and accountability in media and 

reinforcing pre-publication verification even in digital media rather than 

post-publication rectification 

 

 Coupling ethics into the model of media, taking cue from the ‘Ethical 

Journalism Initiative’ and thus bringing credibility into the functioning of 

media by bringing into effect this initiative in this way, both business 

interests and societal interests would be taken care of, but it would require 

journalists and media people working in co-operation and accordance with 

each other to make this model work establishing a body that is specific to 
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each media house in the industry and making arrangements for regular and 

consistent interactions with journalists, to acquire knowledge about the 

difficulties involved in the practical operation of the initiative, how 

feedback can be utilized to bring improvements into the entire process of 

launching this work and taking it forward 

 

 Making media houses work with credibility and incorporate it in their 

functioning, because this is going to become a factor that they cannot 

possibly ignore taking into account the fact that it might actually threaten 

their very existence, since advertisers will also be looking at the best media 

houses which are operating with efficiency and accountability, so that their 

advertisements or products will reach the place that they want them to land 

in, grabbing as much attention that they desire for their launches and 

product proposals so, it should be a wake-up call for the industry to 

operate with credibility to satisfy their interest as well 

 

 Every media house should take a pledge and advertise the fact that they are 

transparent, accountable and open, taking cue from the ‘taojournalism’ 

concept. In this way, credibility and accountability can grow instead of 

getting decimated and media houses can actually be heralding a revolution 

1) where everything is based on the foundation of accurate and precise 

information, 2) where people who are willing and eager to listen to news 

material which has actually gone through enough verification to be attested 

as credible are benefitted in every sense of the word. Readers should be 

able to know the revenue streams of the media houses and all of this should 

be transparent and if not done, the recipients of the news, the readers, must 

be able to question the newspaper on similar lines. There should be a 

section in the newspaper that explains the same at least once a week 

 

 The journalists to restrain from covering certain issues that could create a 

conflict of interest, so that they remain unblemished and nobody can 

question their credibility to fairly report on the news. And they must 

abstain from participating in any political events that might in all 

probability be covered by the network, to be firmly established on the 

moral front 
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6. Future Work: 
 

6.1 Expert opinion: 

Communicating either by person to person interaction or email communication, 

whichever is suitable and convenient to the journalists with whom I have initiated 

conversation with hoping to get their perspective on my research aiming to 

incorporate their thoughts into the project and detailing the suggestions 

accordingly 

6.2 Parallels and ethics: 

Probe more into the systems of other countries where such foundations imparting 

regulation are already in operation and hope to gain insights regarding the same 

and observe the feasibility of incorporating them into our system 

Do more research into how ethics can be coupled into the business models of 

newspapers and to take the initiative forward by way of seeing how feasible they 

can remain when they are implemented with complete effect? 

6.3 Surviving harsh times: 

It has been clear from a survey by PwC that in the future, advertisers would be 

looking for the accountability and credibility of media when they are looking to 

invest in the same. This will especially be true in the times of economic downturn 

and when advertisers are craving to secure the eye balls of people feverishly, it 

matters when the media houses are more credible if not for being more socially 

responsible and answerable, but at least for the sake of the economical returns 

this being an important factor, credibility becomes a factor necessary for the core 

sustenance of the industry 
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8. Appendix A 

Meetings and Interviews 

Meeting 1: 

Date: April 4, 2013 

Time: 11:30 A.M to 12:30 P.M 

Duration of Discussion: 1 hour 

Discussion: 

1. Discretion regarding the idea behind management graduates taking part in 

the unique domain of this kind and how they could contribute to the same 

2. Discussion about the project and the background of the same, suggesting 

the reasons as to why the project is going to be handled by me for 

internship duration 

3. Guidelines relating to carrying out the project in this broader domain and 

the possibility of narrowing it down to the specifics 

4. Going forward with the implementation of the task with the perspective of 

attempting to garner important insights and gaining experience in the 

entire process 

5. Initially move forward with the perspective of absorbing opinions from the 

people rather than complaining about the system 

Action Items before next discussion: 

1. Attempt to gain a wider understanding of the project in terms of the scope 

and the implementation part of the same and getting to know the approach 

towards the project of such a broader scope 

2. Trying to understand the participative nature of the project, to what extent 

the project is independently driven 
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Meeting 2: 

Date: April 20, 2013 

Time: 11:30 A.M to 12:15 P.M 

Duration of Discussion: 45 minutes 

Discussion: 

1. A brief discussion about the field visit and how it had impacted my line of 

thinking with respect to my project, the value additions it brought along 

2. To discuss about the ‘Ethical Journalism Initiative’ and the dilemma 

associated with the same, which requires not individualistic, but collective 

approach 

3. To attempt to bridge the gap between the prevalent system of journalism 

and the futuristic model of journalism that is devoid of the loopholes of 

today 

4. To learn more from field visits and interactions with eminent people gain 

from their expertise in the field of journalism and media industry 

5. To strike a balance between ethics and business in the media domain 

Action Items before next discussion: 

1. Think of ways to bring about a management graduate’s perspective into the 

project and how it can help materialize the objective of having a media with 

an ‘almost credible’ status 

 

2. To draw parallels from other countries and analyse whether the similar 

methodology can be followed in our country in terms of self-regulation of 

media Washington News Council 
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Interaction 3: 

Date: May 4, 2013 

Time: 11:00 A.M to 11:20 A.M 

Duration of Discussion: 20 minutes 

Discussion: 

1. The possibility of incorporating a business model to bring in a management 

perspective into the project, especially in the newspaper media 

 

2. The modus operandi, the revenue streams and how transparent media can 

probably be with the methodology they employ to source their funds 

 

3. To observe a way by which the dependency on advertisements can get 

significantly decimated so that credibility can be restored in media 

 Action Items before next discussion: 

1. Formalize a strategy to develop a business model that tries to differentiate 

itself from the models existent it is crucial to note the point that business 

models can actually repeat themselves, given that the elements that didn’t 

make them successful last time when they were implemented, are given a 

facelift or changed to include the pertinent factors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1. Are Indian newspapers and TV news channels consciously redesigned as
pure business enterprises with the so le aim of pro fit-making?

 

Initial Report
Last Modified: 04/08/2013

1 Yes 30 79%

2 No 8 21%

Total 38

Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Mean 1.21

Variance 0.17

Standard Deviation 0.41

Total Responses 38

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



2. Have Indian journalistic standards declined over the years?

1 Yes 27 73%

2 No 10 27%

Total 37

Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Mean 1.27

Variance 0.20

Standard Deviation 0.45

Total Responses 37

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



3. Can you state one incident in which you think the media reported without
any self- interest? Meaning that it didn’t gain anything from the same? 

no

Can't reco llect one from Indian context but yes, look for reporting o f 9 /11 attacks by US media and you will realize what it takes to  earn the credibility they enjoy; continuous
coverage without any ad breaks unlike Indian counterparts which say,"Keep being with us, we have exclusive stills/video footage o f the incident which we will bring to  you
after this commercial break!!" (Based on hearsay, please verify! :P)

Doesnt exist

Very tough to  say !!!

Nirbhaya rape incident

Bo llywood news all the time

Daily a lo t o f news reports are telecasted or published which are purely fact based where the media gains nothing. But I believe any particular issue that concerns society is
not raised by media until and unless some vested interest o f their own.

I cannot think o f any.

probably hindu editorials

Tamil Eelam problem ... It was not talked much in any channels when compared to  Delhi rape issue

Cannot reco llect any in the recent past.

Mumbai 26/11 attacks, may be

There were few instances where channels like National channels like NDTV reported with out gaining anything. Even these few instances can't be seen among regional
languages, which is using every available opportunity to  monetize.

Almost none

No.

bombay blasts

I read a post on Facebook showing the same news printed in different words by TOI and Hindu. The use o f words can completely change the information conveyed.

Really !!! I can Think o f nothing ( whn I think o f a news that was reported, I feel it was all fo r publicity & pro fit)

Mumbai 26/11 attacks

The Thane Building Collapse - Last week

Difficult to  specify

Terrorist Attack in Mumbai o f 26th November

Anna Hazare campaign

All international events

no- atleast they gain viewership

Death o f high pro file persons

Not in recent times

Total Responses 27

T ext  Respo nse

St at ist ic Value



4. Is paid news influencing your opinion about po litical parties? If ‘Yes’, cite
any instance if you can, in the Indian context.

1 Yes 11 37%

2 No 19 63%

Total 30

images stick in mind o f work done

Not like paid news. Each news channel supports some party, so  if any controversial news about them will no t be talked. Eg: Jaya and Sun

everything they say is part o f the propoganda. they hide behind the subtlety o f the language to  act according to  their vested interests

Sometimes it does.not sure o f incident.

Development in Andhra Pradesh cited through ads by Congress there

Narendra Modi/Rahul Gandhi - Not exactly paid, but favoritism

Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Mean 1.63

Variance 0.24

Standard Deviation 0.49

Total Responses 30

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

Yes

St at ist ic Value



5. Do you sometimes feel let down by the Indian media? As in, do you feel
deprived o f the true status o f what is happening?

1 Yes 26 90%

2 No 3 10%

Total 29

Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Mean 1.10

Variance 0.10

Standard Deviation 0.31

Total Responses 29

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



6. Has there been any incident when you feel that you knew more than what
was being said on TV? 

1 Yes 13 45%

2 No 16 55%

Total 29

Can't reveal here :)

Lokpal Bill Fiesco

Kingfisher Airline crisis - I came to  know of the intrinsic details o f the case through a blog and not through news channels

the incidents you have personal information

About the deaths and disaster done by tsunami on Tamil Nadu

Inadvertently newspapers are a better source for news than television.

Lokpal bill

main stream media glorifies and exaggerates everything to  get higher TRPs. telangana issue was blown out o f proportion on the national media driven by one set o f
people to  reflect only one side o f the co in.

Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Mean 1.55

Variance 0.26

Standard Deviation 0.51

Total Responses 29

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

Yes

St at ist ic Value



7. Are you o f the opinion that media is fo rced to  pursue business interests
rather than societal interests? 

1 Yes 20 71%

2 No 8 29%

Total 28

Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Mean 1.29

Variance 0.21

Standard Deviation 0.46

Total Responses 28

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



8. Profit making interests-->‘Paid content’--> manipulation o f news?

1 Agree to  this chain? 21 78%

2 Disagree 6 22%

Total 27

Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Mean 1.22

Variance 0.18

Standard Deviation 0.42

Total Responses 27

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



9. How much do you depend on the communicator (news reader, one who
delivers the news) to  decide whether a news is trustworthy or not?

1 Always 3 11%

2 Sometimes 18 64%

3 Never 7 25%

Total 28

Min Value 1

Max Value 3

Mean 2.14

Variance 0.35

Standard Deviation 0.59

Total Responses 28

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



10. How much do you depend on the news channel to  decide whether a news
is trustworthy or not?

1 Always 6 21%

2 Sometimes 19 68%

3 Never 3 11%

Total 28

Min Value 1

Max Value 3

Mean 1.89

Variance 0.32

Standard Deviation 0.57

Total Responses 28

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value
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researches different public policy issues and creates awareness about them. Rakshak 

Foundation sponsors Seminars on public policy matters, sponsors activities to involve 

the youth in social issues including volunteerism and supports programs to help the 

needy. Rakshak’s Summer Internship Program is aimed at providing an opportunity to 

highly motivated college students to work on complex real life social/national 

problems under the mentorship of experts and policy makers. 
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